
 

 

PROGRAMMA CONSUNTIVO CLASSE 5 S SOCIO SANITARIO 

INGLESE 

a.s. 2021/2022 

Libri di testo:  

GROWING INTO OLD AGE: skills and competencies for social services 

Careers, Revellino P., Schinardi G., Tellier E. – Ed. Clitt 

GRAMMAR LOG VOLUME UNICO, Gatti S. e Stone L.- Ed. Mondadori for 

English  

TRAINING FOR SUCCESSFUL INVALSI, Rossetti V.S. – Ed. Pearson 

Longman 

Primo  Quadrimestre 

UNITA’ DI 

APPRENDIMENTO 1          
Periodo:  Settembre/Novembre 

Titoli: Growing Up - Adolescence: an age of transition – Education System 
and Childcare options 

Contenuti: Adolescence: what is adolescence, peer relationships, risky 
behaviours, bullying and cyber bullying. 

Education systems and childcare options: school system in Great Britain and 
USA, childcare options, grandparents providing child care 

Grammatica: ongoing general grammar revision; phrasal verbs (to bring, to 

get);  to be used to +ing form VS to get used to+ing form; to be allowed to; 
adverbs of frequency; must vs have to. 

Funzioni e Lessico: How to express contrast. 
 Vocabulary on adolescence, bullying, Education System, childcare 

Cultura: ongoing readings and listening. 

 

UNITA’ DI 
APPRENDIMENTO 2          

Periodo: Dicembre /Gennaio 

Titoli : Dealing with a Handicap - Coping with Severe Disabilities: 

Autism,Down Syndrome, Epilepsy 

Contenuti: Autism: causes of autism spectrum disorder, symptoms of 

autism spectrum disorder, treating autism spectrum disorder, alternative 
treatments, adults living with autism. 

Down syndrome: aging and down syndrome. 
Epilepsy: how does epilepsy affect daily life. 

Grammatica: ongoing general grammar revision; the passive voice, verbs of 

perception,connectors (and,also, too,as well,but, since, because, so, though, 
because of) prefixes and suffixes, phrasal verbs (to make); use of make and 

do; the passive voice, second conditional. 



Funzioni e Lessico: How to express cause and effect.  

Vocabulary on severe disabilities, treatments and therapies.  

Cultura: ongoing readings and listening. 

 

Secondo Quadrimestre 

UNITA’ DI 
APPRENDIMENTO 3          

Periodo: Febbraio/metà Aprile 

Titoli: Growing Old -Healthy aging, Minor Problems of Old Age, Major 

Diseases 

Contenuti: Healthy aging: when does old age begin? staying healthy as you 

age, menopause, andropause. 
Minor Problems of Old Age: depression in older adults and the elderly, age-

related memory, sleep needs change with age, about falls, about balance 
problems, aging and eyesight changes, aging and smell loss, problems 

affecting taste, how aging affects skin, malnutrition and under-nutrition, 
urinary incontinence, age-related hearing problems, aging changes in the 

bones, muscles and joints. 

Major Diseases: Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease. 

Grammatica: ongoing general grammar revision; should vs ought to, what 

about/Let’s; phrasal verbs (to take, to look); past continuous; simple past vs 
past continuous; connectors (finally, eventually, in the end). 

 Funzioni e Lessico: how to give advice, how to express criticism, how to 

make suggestions. Vocabulary on aging, depression, hearing problems, skin 
changes, malnutrition. 

Cultura: ongoing readings and listening. 

 

UNITA’ DI 

APPRENDIMENTO 4          
Periodo: metà Aprile/Giugno  

Titoli : Careers in Social Work- Choosing your job, From Theory into Practice 

Contenuti: Choosing your job: Carreers in Health and Social Care (HSC), 

Job roles in adult social Care. 

Grammatica: ongoing general grammar revision; time connectors (first, 
then, after that, finally); fixed expressions followed by -ing form; to say vs to 

tell; adverbs of time; present perfect continuous; prepositions of time. 

Funzioni e Lessico: how to express indirect speech, duration form, how to 

use Simple Present and Present Continuous in a job interview.  
Vocabulary on social care and careers in health. 

Cultura: ongoing readings and listening. 
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